Scavenger Hunt

Part One Directions:

From the AnHS Library Webpage, select *Databases and Electronic Resources*. View the following *GALE Tutorials*:

1. Gale: The Basics Tutorial
2. Gale: Search Results Tutorial
3. Gale: Topic Pages and Documents Tutorial

Next, scroll past the tutorials to click and log-in to the *GALE Database*. Use the Library’s database called *Opposing Viewpoints In Context* to find answers to the following questions. Write your answers and the sources for the information listed in the article in the spaces below. The easiest way to do this is to start a Google Doc for yourself, so you can type the answers and copy and paste the citation information directly into the document. Remember to include the questions below in your answers and to number the questions according to the original document. **Share your final document with Mrs. McCoy at jmccoy@rjuhsd.us.**

1. **Name two major issues that impact China.** *List the citation source in APA format.*

2. **In the year 2011, in what month did the “Egyptian Revolution” that overthrew President Hosni Mubarak, occur?** *List the citation source in MLA format.*

3. **List three issues that fall under the “Law and Politics” topic heading.** *(Hint: After a previous search, click the Browse Issues link in the page banner. From Choose a Category, select Law and Politics. Before searching, view “Law and Politics” on the main topics page directly after entering Opposing Viewpoints in Context.)** *List the citation source in APA format.*

4. **According to the article “Vegetarianism” from the Environmental Encyclopedia, what are three environmental reasons for people to become vegetarians?** *List the citation source in MLA format.*

5. **Locate another article that supports the argument for vegetarianism.** *List the citation information for the article. Use MLA Format.*